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Abstract

This paper examines the influence of the European Union (EU) on the development and implementation of Romani integration policy in the Czech Republic from the perspective of those responsible for policy delivery. Based on analysis of key policy documents and research conducted in the Czech Republic, this paper first examines how Romani integration became a more important issue during membership negotiations and then discusses how the criticism of the European Commission’s Regular Reports was received by those responsible for implementing pro-Romani policies. Finally, the paper assesses how the status of full EU membership has impacted on integration policy. The paper concludes that while funding for Romani integration projects has benefitted some groups, the overall impression of the EU is of a remote institution, quick to criticise and unwilling to practice what it preaches.

Introduction

Roma have been living in Europe for at least six hundred years and while there is significant diversity between Romani communities across Europe, they share a

---

1 I would like to thank everyone who provided feedback on the paper: Eamonn Butler and Aidan McGarry, the anonymous reviewers and those who attended the presentations of earlier versions of this paper at the BASEES and PSA conferences in 2007.
2 This paper refers to Romani communities and Roma rather than the Romani community in acknowledgement of the heterogeneity of Romani communities in the Czech Republic and in Europe more generally. Roma vary widely from those who still adhere to customs and traditions to those who
common history of exclusion, discrimination and persecution (Barany 2002; Fraser 1995). With the accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the EU in 2007, the population of Romani citizens in the European Union (EU) could be as high as ten million, although the best estimates range between three and six million (DG Employment and Social Affairs 2004: 6). As a result, the question of how to integrate Romani communities has become a higher priority within EU institutions. In 1998 the Reflection Group on the Long-Term Implications of EU Enlargement highlighted the particular needs of Romani citizens and recommended “direct EU involvement where a minority issue transcends the borders of member-states” (Amato and Batt 1998: 1). The need for EU involvement in protecting Romani rights has not lessened in the intervening years. Indeed, in many ways the plight of Roma has actually worsened since the 1990s (Ringold et al. 2005: 9 – 10).

This paper explores how the EU has influenced policies to support the integration of Romani communities, using the Czech Republic as a case study of an EU applicant state. Very little reliable statistical data is available about Roma but it is generally accepted that there are approximately 250,000 – 300,000 Roma living in the Czech Republic, i.e. almost three per cent of the population. They live in urban and rural settlements all over the country, but the largest concentrations of Romani inhabitants are to be found in the industrial cities of northern Bohemia and northern Moravia. Any Roma still living a nomadic lifestyle following the assimilation policies of Empress Maria Theresa in the 18th century and the extermination policy of the Nazi

have little knowledge of their Romani heritage. Roma also differ in terms of socio-economic status; a growing middle class of well-educated Roma exists but EU and Czech policy is currently concerned with Roma who live in the worst housing conditions, who do not have any educational qualifications and who struggle to find employment. This is not to imply, however, that this socio-economic group represents all members of Romani communities or that the Romani identity is inevitably linked to deprivation and anti-social behaviour.

According to the 1991 census when “Romani” was included as a nationality category for the first time, 32,903 people identified themselves as such (Guy 2001: 315). Ten years later, the 2001 census recorded a Romani population of only 11,716 (CSO 2001). In spite of this, it is generally accepted that the true figure lies between 250,000 and 300,000 (Liégeois and Gheorghe 1995). Reasons for the reluctance of Roma to register themselves include fears about how the information will be used and misunderstandings about the difference between the categories of nationality and citizenship.
regime were finally forcibly settled during the communist period (Guy 1975: 214). The communist assimilation policies were successful in the sense that illiteracy rates among Roma fell significantly (Ulč 1988: 318) and by 1981 75 per cent of working age Romani men and women were employed, mainly as unskilled labourers in heavy industry (Kostelancik 1989: 315). With the fall of communism in 1989 and the subsequent economic reforms, many Roma suffered as they lost their low-skilled jobs and social welfare benefits were reduced or withdrawn (Barany 2002: 172 – 176). The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (MLSA) does not keep precise statistics on how many Roma are unemployed, considering this to be a breach of the regulations on collecting data about citizens according to their ethnicity. However, in 2003 the MLSA estimated that Roma made up almost a third of all those registered as unemployed, despite the fact that Roma account for only about 3 per cent of the population (MLSA 2003a: 1.2).

This paper first examines how Romani integration became a more important issue during membership negotiations. This is apparent from the increased interest paid to the issue in the Regular Reports published by the European Commission on the readiness of the Czech Republic for membership, the sudden increase in momentum with regard to developing a Czech national integration strategy and statements made by politicians and in official reports linking EU membership to finding a solution to the problem of Romani social exclusion. The main part of the paper discusses how officials and practitioners at the local level perceived the influence EU pressure on the situation locally. Finally, the paper reflects on the implications of achieving EU membership for the Romani integration project. Much published research has focused on the influence of the EU accession negotiations on the development of Romani integration policy (Guglielmo and Waters 2005; Guy 2001; Kovats 2001; Ram 2003; Vermeersch 2004). Recently, Spirova and Budd (2008) published a study which used survey data to measure how the socio-economic status of Roma changed during the accession process. Drawing on qualitative empirical data, this paper adds a further dimension to the literature by analysing the perspectives of individuals responsible for policy delivery at the local level.
Romani policy and the EU accession negotiations

A body of literature is gradually emerging which examines the impact of the 1993 Copenhagen Criteria for EU membership (specifically the demand for “respect for, and protection of minorities”) on the development of minority and Romani integration policies in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) (Hughes and Sasse 2003; Johns 2003; Kelley 2004; Ram 2003; Spirova and Budd 2008). However, as these authors also acknowledge the EU was not the only international organisation to put pressure on CEE states to improve their treatment of national and ethnic minorities. The OSCE and Council of Europe were particularly influential in the 1990s, highlighting cases of minority rights abuses in CEE for example the problems Czech Roma had in obtaining citizenship in the new Czech Republic (Council of Europe 1996; OSCE/CSCE 1993). Further, Vermeersch (2004: 8) argues that the plight of Roma in the candidate countries was not a high priority for the Commission when the Copenhagen Criteria were developed in 1993, because unlike national minorities with territorial claims, “they were not perceived as a potential threat to European stability”. This changed over the course of the 1990s as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) highlighted the problems facing Roma and the numbers of asylum seekers arriving in EU member states grew (Ram 2003; Klímová 2004).

The key development in the mid-1990s, which caught the attention of the international media and pushed the interests of Roma of CEE much higher up the political agenda, was the dramatic rise in the numbers of Roma seeking asylum in Western states. As grounds for asylum, they cited fear of physical attacks by skinheads and the general failure of the authorities to protect them from discrimination. It is difficult to establish exactly how many Roma travelled abroad to claim asylum as most states record claims based on the nationality of the individual rather than their ethnicity but Guy (2004: 190) estimates that about 1,500 Roma applied for asylum in the UK in 1997, accounting for about 4 per cent of all asylum seekers that year. Klímová (2004: 16) cites the reports of EU governments estimating that from 1997 to 2000 between 85 and 99 per cent of asylum claims made by Czech citizens were made by Roma. The tactic of applying for asylum has been analysed in depth by many scholars (See Matras 2000; Castle-Kaňerová 2003; Guy 2004; Klímová 2004;) and the reasons why Roma chose the asylum process as a means to
migrate to the West will not be discussed here. Instead, the focus is on the impact this “wave” of asylum seekers from the Czech Republic had on EU membership negotiations and how it acted as a motivational factor in the acceleration of the development of pro-Romani policies. For example Uhřík (2004: 87) reports that in 1997 about 1,500 Roma Czech Roma sought asylum in Canada, prompting the Canadian authorities to re-introduce visas for all Czech citizens. Matras (2000: 47) argues that the asylum seekers forced the international community to pay more attention to the plight of Central and East European Roma which led to more pressure being exerted on governments to take action to stem the flow of would-be refugees.

An examination of the resolutions passed by Czech governments from the early 1990s until EU membership was achieved in 2004 provides evidence of a sharp increase in activity in 1997. Between 1991 and 1996, successive Czech governments passed 12 resolutions concerning Romani communities. In the following six years, between 1997 and 2003, 86 resolutions were passed (Council for Romani Community Affairs 2005a). This sudden increase in momentum in developing pro-Romani policy is certainly linked to the pressure coming from states that were dealing with the asylum claims of Czech Roma, as well as the opening of EU accession negotiations.

Based on the evidence of the Regular Reports published annually by the Commission between 1997 and 2002, it is clear that Romani integration became a higher priority over time. The first commentary published by the Commission, in 1997 indicated that the Czech Republic fulfilled the Copenhagen Criteria regarding treatment of minorities. However, the Opinion also commented on particular problems facing Roma, noting the inadequacy of police protection from attacks by skinheads, discrimination in the spheres of housing and employment and the unfair terms of the Citizenship Law (European Commission 1997: 16). The 1998 Regular Report criticised the widespread discrimination against Roma in society, particularly regarding access to social services. Significantly, the rise in the numbers of asylum seekers was also noted (European Commission 1998: 10 - 11). The Reports all comment on the high-profile issues of the day, including the controversy over the wall in Ústí nad Labem in 1999 (European Commission 1999: 16) and the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC) court case citing discrimination in the education system in 2000 (European Commission 2000: 26). Problems with social exclusion and discrimination were highlighted in the 2001 and 2002 Reports and the 2003 Report
again called for comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation (European Commission 2003: 35). The general conclusion of each Report was that although the Copenhagen Criteria had been fulfilled, the Commission wished for more to be done to improve the integration of Romani communities.

In January 1997, Pavel Bratinka, President of the Council for National Minorities, commissioned the *Report on the situation of the Romani community in the Czech Republic* (hereafter the Bratinka Report). It was approved on 29 October 1997, days before the collapse of Klaus’ ODS government (Government Resolution 1997b) and its adoption was welcomed in the 1998 Regular Report (European Commission 1998: 10). Based on the experiences of state and local government officials and NGO representatives working with Roma, the Bratinka Report described the problems facing Romani communities, particularly the socio-economic problems and the discrimination against Roma in Czech society (Government of the Czech Republic 1997: 3.I.1). Importantly, it acknowledged that the criticisms of international institutions regarding the failure of the Czech government to address the problems of Romani communities were justified (Government of the Czech Republic 1997: 3.ii).

The Inter-ministerial Commission for Romani Community Affairs was established in September 1997 to improve the representation of Roma at the state level and to make policy proposals to improve the integration of Romani communities (Government Resolution 1997a). In 2001, the Commission was transformed into a permanent advisory body – the Council for Romani Community Affairs (Government Resolution 2001). 14 members represent the state administration – these are mostly deputy ministers – and 14 members are appointed on a regional basis to ensure fair representation of Roma across the country (Council for Romani Community Affairs 2003: 2.2.3). The main achievement of the Council for Romani Community Affairs has been the development of the *Concept of Government Policy Towards Members of the Romani Community Designed to Facilitate their Social Integration* (hereafter the 2000 Concept). Approved on 14 June 2000, the 2000 Concept sets as its goal, the integration of Romani communities within twenty years (Government Resolution 2000).
It can certainly be argued that pressure from the European Commission had a positive effect on the development of Romani integration policy at the state level. Vermeersch (2004: 13) argues that the controversy of the Romani asylum seekers in 1997 was exploited by civil servants to raise the profile of the Bratinka Report, which was published while the Civic Democrats (ODS) were still in power. From 1998 the new Social Democrat (ČSSD) minority government used the proposals of the Bratinka Report as a starting point to find new ways to approach Romani integration. The continuity of policy pursued by the two main political parties, who generally take very different stances on the main electoral issues, is further evidence that EU pressure was taken very seriously.

Officials often stated publicly that the question of Romani integration was an important factor in the accession negotiations. In 1998 Rals Dreyer, acting head of the EU mission in the Czech Republic announced: “Romani rights have become one of the most important issues of EU accession negotiations” (cited in Barany 2002: 27). On a state visit to Latvia in November 1999, Prime Minister Zeman noted that the way his government handled Romani policy could influence the Czech Republic’s accession to the EU (Lidové noviny 1999). President Václav Havel also claimed in 1999 that the ability of Czechs and Roma to coexist had a direct influence on the reputation of the country in Europe. If toleration could not be achieved then the state could “forget about integrating into Europe and into the European Community” (cited in O’Nions 1999: 7). The Bratinka Report and the 2000 Concept refer to the criticism from international institutions (Government of the Czech Republic 1997:3.ii; 2000: 12.4) and the 2005 Updated version of the Concept specifically links membership of the EU with the development of its Romani policy:

In connection with the entry of the Czech Republic into EU, the government has undertaken to make use of all new and available means helping social inclusion of members of Roma communities (Council for Romani Community Affairs 2005b: 1.12).

The case of how much influence the EU exerted on the development of Romani policy should not be overstated, however. Vermeersch (2004: 14) cites the example of the Act on the Rights of Members of National Minorities, passed in 2001. The EU had
not requested such a law but the government decided to introduce it. On the other hand, the Regular Reports repeatedly highlight the need for comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation (European Commission 2001; 2003) but this legislation has still not been ratified, as will be discussed below. It is also difficult to distinguish differences between the impact of EU pressure as opposed to the activities of NGOs. One significant example is the case brought to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) by Romani families with the support of the international advocacy NGO the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC). They claimed that educational psychologists were placing disproportionate numbers of Romani children in remedial special schools. Even before the ECHR Grand Chamber found in favour of the families in 2007, the guidelines about assessing children with special educational needs were tightened up and in 2004 remedial special schools were abolished as part of wider education reforms (Education Act 2004).

**Romani policy at the local level**

Having established that EU pressure had an impact on the development of Romani policy at the state level, this paper will now turn to the question of how EU influence was perceived locally. Guy (1975; 2001) argues that the likelihood of any pro-Romani reforms succeeding in the Czech Republic is determined by the degree to which the proposals are supported by local authorities. This resonates with Lipsky’s (1980) theory of the influence of “street-level bureaucrats” on how policies are delivered. Given the decentralisation of political power to the municipal level in the Czech Republic, responsibility for the implementation of Romani policy rests to a large extent with local authorities. The state authorities develop the policy framework but the measures have to be implemented by officials in the municipalities. Furthermore, where municipal authorities have specific competencies according to the constitution they are not bound by government resolutions and cannot be instructed to implement particular programmes or policies. The management of primary schools is an example of such a competence. This issue has been acknowledged in the Updates to the 2000 Concept and proposed solutions to the problem include offering municipalities more financial support in return for implementing integration strategies and improving cooperation and communication with organisations such as the Union of Cities and
Municipalities and the Association of Regions (Council for Romani Community Affairs 2005b: 12).

The discussion in this section is based on the findings of research examining the development and implementation of a range of policies to support the social inclusion of Romani communities at the local level in the Czech Republic.\(^4\) Research consisted of an extensive review of the key legislation and policy documents produced by the Council for Romani Community Affairs and the Ministries of Education and of Labour and Social Affairs followed by fieldwork conducted in České Budějovice and Ostrava, over a period of four months between October 2004 and May 2005. This was followed up by visits to both cities in October/November 2007. In total, approximately 100 people – local Romani Advisors, municipal and regional officials in the departments of education, social welfare and employment, representatives of NGOs supporting Romani communities, school principals, teaching assistants, social workers and field social assistants – were interviewed.\(^5\)

The decision to select Ostrava and České Budějovice as fieldwork sites was based on the premise that the significant differences between the two cities in terms of the size of the Romani populations and the experiences of economic transition in the 1990s would allow for an interesting comparative analysis. Ostrava, capital of the Moravia-Silesia Region, is the third largest city in the Czech Republic with a population of 320,000, of which approximately 20,000-30,000 are estimated to be Roma. České Budějovice, capital of the South Bohemia Region is an average sized Czech city with a population of approximately 90,000 and a proportionally smaller Romani population of 2,500.\(^6\)

\(^4\) Research conducted in the period 2004 – 2005 was funded by the ESRC (PTA-030-2002-01172) and a Europe-Asia Studies scholarship.

\(^5\) To protect their anonymity, respondents will be referred to only by the position they held at the time of interview and the city where they worked.

\(^6\) Census data on Roma is notoriously unreliable and these estimates were provided by officials responsible for Romani affairs in both cities.
Ostrava has traditionally been a key industrial centre with significant coal and steel enterprises. In the communist period many migrants were attracted to the city, including many Roma from rural Slovakia. However, the economic transition in the 1990s had an extremely negative impact on the city and as subsidies for heavy industry were withdrawn, unemployment levels increased alarmingly, peaking at 18.4 per cent in 2004 (Czech Statistics Office 2008a). In 2005 when the first stage of research was conducted, the unemployment rate in Ostrava was one of the highest in the country at 15.3 per cent (MLSA 2006). In 2007 this had fallen to 9.4 per cent but it is still among the highest rates in the country (Czech Statistics Office 2008b). České Budějovice on the other hand, is one of the success stories of the transition period, largely thanks to the diverse nature of the industries in the region. In 2005 the unemployment rate was 3.9 per cent (MLSA 2006). The rate was 3.8 per cent in 2007 (Czech Statistics Office 2008b).

Ostrava is an interesting case study because many of the policies now being promoted as part of the Czech integration strategy were first piloted by NGOs in the city. The first preparatory classes and teaching assistants were introduced in Ostrava schools and the municipal authorities employed the first field social assistants in the country. However, Ostrava gained notoriety when a group of Romani schoolchildren and their parents took the city’s education services to the ECHR in Strasbourg in 2000. With the assistance of the ERRC, an international Romani Rights NGO, they argued that the city’s schools and educational psychologists deliberately discriminated against Romani children. They claimed that they were denied education in mainstream schools because biased officials and poor testing procedures caused a disproportionate number of Romani pupils to be misdiagnosed with learning difficulties and placed in remedial special schools. The families initially lost the case but appealed the decision to the Grand Chamber of the ECHR, which found in their favour on 14 November 2007 (ERRC 2008).

Given the size of the city and the smaller proportion of Romani inhabitants, České Budějovice does not have a high profile in terms of Romani issues. However, this does not mean that Romani social exclusion is less of a problem in the city. High numbers of Romani pupils attended the local remedial special school and the lack of qualifications and skills among adults mean many adult Roma are unemployed.
despite the generally low level of unemployment in the city. Spatial exclusion is a growing problem as non-Roma increasingly moved away from areas with a high concentration of Romani residents. Therefore, although the small size of the city’s Romani population should mean that integration would be easier, this has not proved to be the case thus far.

There were marked differences in how national Romani policy has been implemented in both cities and these will be described briefly here. Education programmes to support Romani pupils have been more effective in schools in Ostrava than in České Budějovice. Preparatory classes were cancelled in České Budějovice because not enough parents were enrolling their children. In Ostrava, however, poor attendance rates did not deter the principals who believed that the programme was useful and worth persevering with (Cashman 2008: 167 – 168). The employment of Romani Teaching Assistants (TAs) in primary schools had been very successful in Ostrava and the principals of the schools where they worked were very happy with the contribution they made to lessons. However, in the school year 2004/05 only one school in České Budějovice employed a Romani TA. Other principals claimed that they would be willing to employ Roma but no suitably qualified candidates were available. In 2007 there were no Romani TAs working in České Budějovice.\footnote{Interviews conducted by the author with principals of primary schools and local education officials in České Budějovice in October and November 2004 and November 2007 and in Ostrava, March to May 2005 and October 2007.}

The policies to create employment opportunities for Roma in the private sector were more successful in České Budějovice, where as a result of the generally low unemployment rate Roma had less competition for placement opportunities. In Ostrava, in 2005, where unemployment was high among non-Roma as well as among Roma, the training schemes were less successful and it was more difficult to find employers willing to take on unqualified Roma as trainees. However, the significant fall in the general unemployment rate in 2007 meant that opportunities were gradually opening up for Romani job seekers (Employment Office Representative 2 2005; 2007). Romani Field Social Assistants (FSAs) were employed in Ostrava to work directly in communities with large Romani populations. They worked with long-term
unemployed Roma and encouraged them to find employment. There were no FSAs working in České Budějovice in 2004 but in 2007 the municipal authorities employed two Field Social Assistants.

**Perceptions of EU influence on integration policy**

When respondents were asked about the influence the EU had on Romani policy, the main themes which emerged were their annoyance that they were being criticised by officials from states where the living conditions of Roma were little better than in the Czech Republic and their appreciation for the funding and exchange opportunities which they had used to learn more about how minority issues were dealt with in other parts of the EU. Opinions differed on the question of whether EU membership had really had much influence on Romani policy at the local level. These themes will be explored in more detail in this section.

The most common reaction to the question of how EU influence was perceived was irritation that the way Roma were treated in the Czech Republic was being criticised by commentators and EU officials who did not fully understand the local context. Many respondents, especially those in positions of authority believed that these critics were not in full possession of the facts because they only heard the version of the story presented by NGOs who had their own agenda to pursue. They also thought that some issues had been blown out of proportion by the media. For example school principals and educational psychologists were angered by the claims of discrimination in the education system. (These claims were later upheld by the Grand Chamber of the ECHR.) NGO representatives on the other hand tended to be more measured in their responses. While they welcomed international interest in their problems, they acknowledged that when criticism was perceived as ‘foreign’ interference it could actually make their work with local authorities more difficult. Furthermore, many respondents were annoyed that the way Roma in the Czech Republic lived was under attack, when the situation was not much better in many of the ‘old’ EU member
states. They cited the problems with finding suitable halting sites\(^8\) for Travellers in West European states and they argued that even if many Romani children were educated in special schools at least they were literate, which was often not the case for Romani and Gypsy-Traveller children in ‘old’ EU member states. They also complained that it was unfair for EU officials to always criticise their policies without offering alternative policy solutions. The views of an education official in České Budějovice and an educational psychologist working in the Moravia-Silesia Region were representative of the majority of respondents:

> It is true that when Minister [Eduard] Zeman was Minister for Education [1998 – 2002], EU organs examined the Czech special education system in quite a significant way and we often received warnings that we discriminated against children. I would like to point out that some countries in Western and South-Western Europe create reservations for Romani citizens where they camp. The children can’t read or write, which doesn’t happen in the Czech Republic. It would be worth remembering the Czech proverb “put your own house in order first”. (South Bohemia Regional Education Official 2004).

> I wish people would criticise and then show us how to do things better but only to criticise and offer no suggestions isn’t right. We have been doing our best for 40 years (Educational Psychologist 2005).

These criticisms of the EU resonate with wider literature noting the double standards which existed between what was expected of states applying to join the EU compared to existing members (Johns 2003; Pridham 2008). Ram (2003) argued that the anti-Romani prejudices which existed in member states weakened the authority of the Commission when it demanded more rights for minorities in applicant states. She uses the checkpoints established by British officials at Prague’s Ruzyně airport in 2001 to prevent Romani asylum seekers from boarding flights to Britain to illustrate her point (Ram 2003: 48). Riedel (2001: 1266) noted a growing frustration within applicant states as they saw the EU “moving the goalposts” in terms of what was expected. She

---

\(^8\) These are permanent campsites provided by municipal authorities for Travellers who still live a nomadic lifestyle.
argues this led to cynicism and the belief that the applicant states would never enter the EU because they could never fulfil all the demands placed upon them. This cynicism was reflected in many of the comments made by respondents who resented the criticism made by the European Commission and other international organisations and NGOs. It should be noted that when the Regular Reports were compiled, they were based on a wide range of reports and research conducted by experts who were very familiar with the circumstances in each state. However, this sensitive reporting was lost on local officials who did not read the reports but instead got the gist of their content from the national media.

However, the EU was not viewed in a completely negative light; officials, principals and NGO representatives all welcomed the new funding opportunities that membership brought. Between 1993 and 2001 the EU donated €8,127,600 through Phare programmes for Roma in the Czech Republic to fund education and training, anti-discrimination programmes, Romani publications and other cultural projects (DG Enlargement Information Unit 2003: 21). NGOs and schools in both cities had used EU funding for programmes to support Romani integration. Two principals (one from Ostrava and one from České Budějovice) had participated in exchange programmes to the Netherlands and they talked about policies which they thought might be adapted to benefit pupils in their schools. However, they were unsure that any real solutions had been found which they could apply with ease (Principal 3 2004; Principal 7 2005). One official in Ostrava’s municipal education department rejected the idea that a ‘one-size –fits-all’ EU policy would be of any use:

I have the feeling that the Romani question will be resolved in each state according to their traditions and I think maybe in Hungary they will deal with it one way and in Poland they will do something different and here also. I don’t think the EU could give us some universal guidelines to resolve this problem. They want us to solve it but how? (Municipal Education Official 2005).

More recent interviews (2007) focused on the use of EU structural funds to aid Romani integration. These had been used to good effect in Ostrava, where Roma were finding more opportunities for employment as investment was made in infrastructure
development. However, the process of applying for funding for specific pro-Romani projects was seen as arduous and complicated by too much red tape. This problem had already been identified when Phare funds were being distributed and has not yet been fully resolved (DG Enlargement 2004: 7). A worrying development reported by officials was that schools and NGOs felt they were competing against each other for funding and were reluctant to share know-how or resources with one another. This resulted in many applications not being as good as they could be but officials were unsure how to overcome this problem (Employment Office Representative 2 2007; NGO representative 12 2007; Romani Advisor 2007).

While the EU cannot directly influence the education or social welfare policies which are the main elements of the Romani integration strategy, it could be expected that the pressure to improve Romani social inclusion would filter down to local authorities via the state institutions. Indeed, analysis of the comments of respondents in both cities regarding the influence of the EU revealed an interesting pattern – perceptions of EU influence reflected attitudes to Romani integration policy as a whole. In České Budějovice, where pro-Romani policies were not high on the agenda and where few reforms had been successfully implemented, the officials felt as if criticism from Brussels had little impact. A senior member of the municipal council stated:

> It didn’t have any influence because we were dealing with these problems without Brussels. It’s true that thanks to Brussels there are more possibilities now how to deal with it, but we’ve been resolving these problems for many years. It had no influence on whether or not we would join the EU (Municipal Councillor 2004).

On the other hand, officials in Ostrava, where the local administration had been more proactive when it came to implementing policies and developing new initiatives to support Roma, viewed the influence of the EU differently. A senior official in the regional education department based in that city thought that the reform process had been accelerated because of EU pressure:

> I think for us in education it was accelerated or the emphasis on that was increased, that fewer children should end up in special schools and
more than that, that they should be integrated, so the process was accelerated, the problems were emphasised. I think it would have happened without Brussels, but more slowly, I think this speeded it up (Regional Education Official 2005).

The statements of these officials indicate that their interpretation of EU pressure matched their general level of enthusiasm for the integration project. However, they also reflected the power struggles taking place between the different tiers of government and administration. The officials saw that pressure was exerted on the central government to implement changes but at the local level they felt further removed from Brussels. In České Budějovice, Romani integration not a priority and the municipal authorities were resisting pressure from the central government to devote more attention to the local Roma community (Cashman 2008: 169). Therefore, they also ignored criticism from Brussels. In Ostrava, where the problems of the Romani community were too great to ignore, officials were already working with NGOS to find ways to improve the integration of local Romani communities. Therefore, these officials welcomed EU interest and the pressure placed on the central government to invest more in pro-Romani programmes, as they hoped it would assist them in implementing their policies.

**How influential has membership been?**

The Czech Republic joined the EU in May 2004 and four years on we can begin to reflect on how membership has impacted on integration policy. Guglielmo (2004: 42) has noted that once the membership of CEE candidates was confirmed in May 2004, monitoring of their minority policies would cease, given that “membership, paradoxically, requires less minority protection than candidacy”. One Romani official interviewed in October 2004 worried that as membership had been achieved all the fuss would die down and the initiatives developed to ensure accession would be gradually forgotten:
Now the latest information we have – now we are members of the EU – we hear that they are planning to dissolve the Council [of Romani Affairs], to get rid of the function of Romani advisors, that advisors should no longer exist. All the activists are afraid that they will lose their jobs. Organisations which cover us, who helped, they ran seminars, meetings, training, all of that will go down the plughole if they cancel it (South Bohemia Regional Coordinator for Romani Affairs 2004).

Thus far such fears have not been realised. The ČSSD-led coalition government from 2002 to 2006 did not make any significant changes to Roma policy following EU accession. The ODS minority government of 2006\(^9\) did reduce the staff of the secretariat of the Council for Romani Community Affairs from five to four as part of a drive to reduce government bureaucracy (Litomiský 2006). However, as noted above there is cross-party agreement that Romani policies must be supported and the ODS, Christian Democrat and Green Party coalition government has continued to fund new Romani integration initiatives. The most important of these is the development of a new government agency for social inclusion in Romani localities (Government of the Czech Republic 2008).

Despite some positive developments, hopes that EU membership would secure further rights for Roma through the introduction of anti-discrimination legislation have not been realised (Guglielmo 2004; Mirga 2005). The Race Equality Directive (Directive 2000/43/EC), which implements the principle of equal treatment between persons in all spheres of life irrespective of racial or ethnic origin, was adopted on 29 June 2000. Prospective EU member states, including the Czech Republic, were required to adapt their legislation to comply with the requirements of the Directive, which was due to come into force immediately after membership was finalised in May 2004. However, in June 2008 the Czech Republic still had not fully implemented the Directive. Czech

\(^9\) The complicated stalemate which arose after the June 2006 national elections resulted in an ODS minority government being in power for a brief period from 4 September to 3 October 2006. The ODS minority government failed to win a vote of confidence in October 2006 and on 19 January 2007 a fragile coalition government of ODS, the Christian Democrats and the Green Party was finally approved by Parliament.
legislation dealing with discrimination is very complex because there is no single act covering all aspects of defining, prohibiting and prosecuting discriminatory acts in all spheres of life. This is a problem to which successive Czech governments have sought a solution. In February 2002, the Report on Possible Measures to Combat Discrimination which addressed the question of how best to implement both the Race Equality and General Framework Directives10 was approved by parliament. This report proposed introducing a general law forbidding all forms of discrimination, which would apply to all matters under civil law (Government of the Czech Republic 2002: 30). In December 2005, almost three years after the report was published, the Chamber of Deputies (lower house of parliament) passed an anti-discrimination bill complying with all the conditions laid out in the EU directives and covering race along with an exhaustive list of other possible grounds for discrimination including age, gender, disability, religion, and sexual orientation (Pravec 2005). However, the bill was rejected by the Senate and returned to the Chamber of Deputies in January 2006 because senators considered the wording of the bill to be too vague (Hospodářské noviny 2006). Facing increased pressure from the European Commission, a renegotiated bill was passed by the Chamber of Deputies on 19 March 2008 and by the Senate on 30 April 2008 but was then vetoed by Czech President Václav Klaus “as superfluous and counterproductive” on 16 May 2008 (iDnes.cz 2008). The bill will be returned to the Chamber of Deputies, where a simple majority of members can vote to overturn the veto.

Any assessment of how EU membership has affected Romani integration policy in the Czech Republic must conclude that the results thus far are mixed. There is cross party agreement that socially excluded Roma require state support and this is available to regions and municipalities interested in accessing it. However, on issues such as anti-discrimination legislation differences emerge, with some politicians on the right, and indeed the president, viewing the creation of a new law as unnecessary. The delays with this bill reflect the failure of successive weak governments with small majorities to pass legislation. The Commission has not yet invoked the punitive measures which

---

10 The General Framework Directive (Directive 2000/78/EC), establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation addressed discrimination based on disability, age, religious belief and sexual preference (but not race or ethnicity), was adopted in November 2000 and is the other main element of EU anti-discrimination legislation.
could be applied should the legislation be further delayed although the government is aware of this threat and for this reason it is expected that the legislation will be passed at its next reading in the Chamber of Deputies.

Conclusion

This paper has examined the influence of the EU on the development of policies and programmes to support the integration of Romani communities. It is not by chance that the development of pro-Romani policies gained momentum during the accession negotiations and this has been acknowledged by politicians and in the main policy documents relating to Romani integration. However, the implementation of the integration strategy is the responsibility of local authorities at the regional and municipal levels and here it would appear that commentary and criticism from the EU had less impact. While some respondents had benefited from EU funding for particular projects and exchange programmes, the overall impression of the EU is of a remote institution which is quick to criticise and unwilling to practice what it preaches. The remoteness of the EU from ordinary citizens is well documented. Therefore, it should not come as a surprise that the situation is no different when it comes to ensuring the implementation of policies to support Romani communities. Until the EU itself takes steps to introduce EU-wide support for Romani rights and other minority rights, the integration of Romani communities in the Czech Republic will remain dependant on national policy, and in turn, on how that policy is interpreted at the local level. However, it must also be acknowledged that unless new strategies developed at the EU level are recognised as practical and useful to local authorities, they are unlikely to be effective. At the very least the Commission should continue to apply pressure to the Czech government to ensure that comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation is finally passed.
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